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Executive Summary
Chinese Taipei became one of the most successful economies in Asia after
the WWII, and the country was one of the four Asian tigers together with the
Republic of Korea, Chinese Hong Kong and Singapore. Their economic
achievement was mainly originated from the development of SMEs which
government policies were effectively implemented and brought strong impacts
on technological progress. SMEs were able to obtain technologies through research and development, and technology transfer from developed countries
with various cooperation programs. However, APEC economies notably Viet
Nam, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines have achieved economic development and SME technological promotion, but they are not comparable with
Chinese Taipei. This paper analyses Chinese Taipei government policies on
SMEs, technological progress, and technology cooperation with developed
countries. These areas are compared with other four APEC economies. It
brings some suggestions how APEC can enhance SME technology cooperation
with other countries.
Keywords: SME, technological progress, technology cooperation, Chinese Taipei,
the Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Viet Nam, APEC
JEL Classification: L60, F21, O33
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SME Technological Progress and
Cooperation in Chinese Taipei:
Implications to Selected APEC Economies

LEE Jin-sang1· KIM Amy

2

Ⅰ. Introduction
The UN General Assembly adopted a resolution recognizing the crucial role
of micro, small, medium-sized enterprises in any economy, and endorsed the
International SME Day which is 27 June every year (United Nations 2017). In
many economies, especially developing economies, SMEs (small and mediumsized enterprises) typically contribute more employment and national income
than large enterprises.
Among APEC economies in East Asia, Chinese Taipei has been successful
to promote SME technologies through effective Research and Development
(R&D) activities and was able to join the global value chain. Their technological
progress was associated with effective government support programs, and
technological cooperation with the United State, Japan and European economies. The country has been successful to attract Foreign Direct Investment
1
2
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(FDI), and local companies were able to build up partnerships with foreign investors for technology promotion. The supply of highly educated and welltrained engineers to the growing industrial sector was sufficient, and contributed to SME promotion in Chinese Taipei while neighboring APEC economies
were stayed behind.
Viet Nam became a French colony in the middle of 19th century, and followed by the Japanese occupation in the 1940s. Viet Nam had a war with
France until 1954, and another war broke out in 1965 and ended in 1975. The
government initiated a series of economic reform so called Doi Moi Policy
which began economic integration into the world economy in the 1980s. The
economy grew more than 6 percent per annum over the last two decades
(World Bank 2017). SME technologies were progressed, but still use low level
technologies and not yet selling many products to the global market. Viet Nam
has been successful to attract FDI from the United State, Japan, Korea, and
many European countries.3
Malaysia was a British colony from the 18th century, and was independent
after the World War II. The country has abundant natural resources, and
achieved some degree of industrial promotion. The economy grew at an average of 6.5 percent per annum for almost 50 years. Malaysia has been exporting
manufacturing products including motor cars and light industry products such
as textile products and electric goods. However, the economy experienced ‘the
middle income trap’ as the economy was facing hardship for sustainable development which was caused by the slow progress of technologies (IMF 2015).
Many Multi-National Enterprises (MNEs) invested in Malaysia and brought
new technologies with them since the 1960s. Local SMEs were building business partnerships with foreign investors, but only few technologies were internalized as SMEs were producing low technology products.4
3
4

Korea became number one FDI country in Viet Nam in 2016.
Internalization of foreign technology by local companies shows that how well the local companies can absorb imported technology and build capacity to advance by themselves.
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Indonesia was a Dutch colony for more than 300 years between 1602 and
1942. When Dutch left the country, Japanese moved in and ruled for four years
between 1942 and 1945. Indonesia has the largest population in the region with
260 million people, and the economy is heavily dependent upon natural resources. The economy made some progress in industrial promotion with advanced technologies notably the aero engineering. However, the majority of
industrial sector is still using low level technologies, and SMEs have limited opportunity to promote technologies. During the Asian Crisis in the late 1990s,
the Indonesian economy was severely damaged as domestic industries were not
able to cope with external shocks. Many foreign companies have invested in
Indonesia, but SMEs have difficulties to build partnerships with foreign investors due to lack of technology, the shortage of skilled labour and the low level
of managerial capacity.5
The Philippines was ruled by the Spanish Empire for more than 300 years
between 1521 and 1898. After that the United State ruled until 1941, and Japanese ruled for four years between 1942 and 1945. The economy was relatively
strong with technological capacity in certain industries including agroprocessing and light manufacturing until the early 1980s. However, technological progress in these industries was slow. The industrial sector was not able to
progress to high technology products with limited technological capacity. Many
talented and educated people left for better jobs abroad while the domestic
economy was in needs of them. SMEs were facing difficulties with foreign
competition but were not able to build up technological capacity.
Viet Nam, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines have a lot of natural
resources and sizable population as they are better equipped with factors for
economic development than Chinese Taipei during the 1960s and the 1970s.
Chinese Taipei managed sustainable development with technology progress
5

FDI brings technology and opportunities to build up capacity for local companies. This is only
possible when the local company has absorptive capacity to use technologies imported along
with FDI.
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with very limited natural resources. Chinese Taipei started industrial promotion
the same as these four APEC economies in the 1960s. Hence, it is worth to
investigate why Chinese Taipei performed better than neighboring APEC
economies.
APEC can play important roles to enhance technological progress and
cooperation among member economies. The stewardship of APEC will remain
in developing countries till 2020, and main topics in development agenda are
inclusive growth, sustainable development, and economic and social wellbeing
(APEC 2016a).6 These topics are closely related to SMEs which are the primary driver of economic development in Less Developed Countries (LDCs).
SMEs constitute 97 percent of all firms, and provide employment more than
half of the workforce in APEC economies (APEC 2016b). SMEs are powerful
economic role-players that deliver a substantial contribution to economic
growth across APEC economies. However, their share of the GDP fell in between 20 to 50 percent in most APEC economies over the last two decades
(APEC 2016b). Yet, their performance in the domestic market is not reflected
on the global market, with a mere 35 percent or less of direct exports being
attributable to SMEs.
APEC organized various scientific and technological cooperation activities
among member economies, and most programs entail short-term training and
educational initiatives led by developed economies. APEC economies have been
promoting SMEs, but there are some limits for SMEs to achieve technological
progress and sustainable development in Less Developed Countries (LDCs).
APEC has been organizing meetings, conferences and workshops to
strengthen partnerships to achieve SME development. APEC initiated Integrated Plan of Action for SME Development (SPAN) in 1998. SME Innovation
Center was established after the Daegu Initiative in 2009 in Korea. APEC SME
Working Group (WG) and Economic and Technical Cooperation (ECOTECH)
6

There will be APEC Summit in November 2017.
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prepared programs to enhance partnership among APEC economies, and the
Center for Technology Exchange and Training was established. Various programs were carried out to find new direction for SME development in APEC.
This paper is composed of 6 sections. After the introductory section, section 2 reviews literature on SMEs and technologies. Section 3 analyzes SMEs in
Chinese Taipei focusing on government policies on SMEs, technological progress, and technology cooperation with Developed Countries (DCs). Section 4
presents SMEs and technology issues in four APEC economies such as Viet
Nam, Indonesia, Malaysia and Indonesia. Section 5 suggests how APEC can
strengthen SME promotion through technology cooperation among member
economies. Section 6 brings concluding remarks.
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Ⅱ. Literature Reviews on SME Technologies
Technological progress is a critical factor to sustain SMEs, which requires
financial resources, knowledge, human capital, enabling business environment
and so on. Most SMEs in LDCs possess only endogenous technologies targeting their domestic markets, and rarely face challenges to the global market.
SMEs have limited capacity for technology development, and can be failed and
also can easily set up. SMEs in LDCs are trapped in vicious cycles that preclude
expansion, sustainability, limited capacity, and technology progress.
The European Commission carried out a large-scale survey to characterize
innovative activities in SMEs in the region (OECD 2000). SMEs can be segmented into three categories such as technology developers 1~3 percent of
total SMEs, leading technology users between 10 to 15 percent, and technology
followers between 80~85 percent of SMEs. The first group of SMEs possess
high technology and R&D capacity including services and technology consultants. The second group of SMEs has sufficient capacity for R&D. The third
group of SMEs can be divided into potential investors and those that cannot
have ability to create, access and commercialize new knowledge (OECD 2000).
Majority of SMEs do not have sufficient resources for R&D, sufficient human
capacity and technologies. The quality of human resources is a critical factor to
determine SME technologies as it is directly related to managerial capacity, skills
and capacity for R&D activities.
Government policies can encourage R&D activities by locating research facilities to cooperate among academic and research institutions. Academic institutions provide basic technologies and research institutions work for applying
technologies. Technologies which are obtained through R&D activities, will be
capacitated for commercialization. Technologies can be obtained from FDI.
When MNEs invest abroad, it involves business partnership with local companies especially to SMEs. However, SMEs in LDCs have limited capacity to take
business opportunities with MNEs. In many cases, the level of technologies in
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local SMEs cannot match the quality required by MNEs. Government policies
on foreign investment, industrial policies, labor policies and business environment are also directly and indirectly related to technological progress.
R&D activities require financial resources. Large enterprises are easy to raise
fund through the equity market or can borrow funds from financial institutions
as they can provide collateral. SMEs, however, do not have access to the equity
market, and have limited access to financial resources from the formal financial
market.
Technological progress requires the quality of human resources, R&D activities and supportive government policies. There are some issues and barriers for
SME technology development in LDCs shown below Table 1.
Table 1. Barriers of SME Technology Development in LDCs
Issues

Barriers

Human
Resource
Development

-Managerial capacity and entrepreneurship
-TVET, applied vocational training
-Training guidance for women entrepreneurs
-Scientific and technological knowledge

R&D
and
Investment

-Financial resources, venture capital, private equity
-Lack of collateral and guarantee mechanism
-Clusters and technology centers
-Tripartite partnership among University-Research-Industry
-Attract quality manpower
-Policies on foreign direct investment

Policy advocacy
and conducive
business
Environment

-Investment promotion and financial policies
-Taxation issues
-Trade, market, regulations, competition policies
-Favorable policies on large industries neglecting SMEs

Source: Authors compiled from Irjayanti and Azis (2012), Tran (2015) and OECD (2000).

From Table 1 above, the quality of human resources will be affected by the
quality of education which is directly related to the quality of teachers, education institutions, curricula, pedagogy, etc. The level of scientific knowledge is
determined by the level of education starting from the primary education.
Government policies on S&T promotion affect R&D activities. Investment
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requires entrepreneurial spirits by industrialists which can be enhanced by government policies and socio-economic environment. Government policies on
SME technology development include the provision of financial resources, tax
incentives on R&D activities, trade, industrial policies, foreign policies, regulations, etc.
As the 4th Industrial Revolution looms, the process of industrial production
will certainly be fundamentally altered. LDCs should prepare for the coming
4th Industrial Revolution. The process of industrial production in the 4th industrial revolution will be different from the conventional way of production
where there is a positive correlation between the level of output and employment. It is very likely SMEs will be affected more seriously than large enterprises in LDCs. SMEs will require high level of technologies to sustain businesses
as they are competing with global players. Many production processes will be
replaced by new technology-intensive processes, which imply a shift away from
labor-intensive production to capital-intensive and technology-intensive systems.
In the 4th Industrial Revolution, most technologies will be characterized by
merging and converging which will require more of R&D activities. SMEs in
LDCs with limited technological capacity will experience hardship to adopt new
technologies that allow the convergence in production processes and new
products. In these regards, a platform for technology cooperation among DCs
(Developed Countries) and LDCs will be necessary to support SMEs in LDCs.
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Ⅲ. SME Technological Progress in Chinese Taipei
3.1 Current Status of SMEs
Since the 1960s, Chinese Taipei became one of the most dynamic economies in Asia, and has been focusing on SMEs whereas Korea and Japan have
emphasized on large scale enterprises. With the specialization of SMEs and
technology leadership, the economy had little impacts from the Asian Financial
Crisis in 1998, while neighboring economies, for instance, Indonesia, suffered
from many bankrupted industries and financial institutions. The economy grew
at the annual average of about 8 percent between the 1960s and the 1990s,
though the growth rates have been slowed down in recent years (Kniivilä 2007).
The agriculture sector shared about 35 percent of GDP in 1952 and reduced to
only 2 percent, and resulted a complete transformation to an industrialized
economy by 2005 (Haggard and Zheng 2006). The economy became a major
foreign investor in China, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, Malaysia and
Viet Nam (IBP 2016).
Chinese Taipei classifies small-sized enterprises with more than 5 and less
than 100 regular workers, and medium-sized enterprises between over 100 and
less than 200 employees. In terms of annual revenue, the manufacturing and
the agriculture sectors have different ranges as between NT$80 million or less
for small-sized enterprises, and NT$100 million or less for medium-sized enterprises (Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2017b).
Table 2. SME Performance in Chinese Taipei
(Units: Enterprises; thousand persons; NT$ million)
Description

2000

2005

2010

2015

Number of SMEs

1,070,310

1,226,095

1,247,998

1,383,981

Total Sales Revenue of SMEs

7,566,617

10,000,220

10,709,005

11,803,115

7,410

7,648

8,191

8,669

Number of employed persons

Source: Author compiled from the Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan (2016).
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From Table 2, there were over 1 million SMEs employing 7.4 million people
in 2000. In 2005, the number of SMEs increased to 1.2 million which was
composed on 550,000 small-sized enterprises that accounted for 43.8 percent
of all firms, and 650,000 medium-sized enterprises which was 53.14 percent of
the total SMEs. The number of SMEs reached more than 1.3 million in 2013,
and accounted for 97.64 percent of all enterprises in the economy. The number
of employed persons in SMEs increased to 8.6 million, and represented 78.3
percent of workforce in the same year. The annual sale of SMEs was accounted
for 30 percent of the total sales of all enterprises and shared 18.5 percent of
exports (Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2016). There were 98,821
SMEs newly established in 2013 alone (Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2017a). In 2015, SMEs shared 30.36 percent of total sales for all enterprises which was NT$11 trillion, and the share of export was 15.21 percent which
is lower than 2013 in terms of total export (Ministry of Economic Affairs of
Taiwan 2016).

3.2 Government Policies on SMEs
During the 1950s, the country started with labor-intensive light engineering
industries with low level technologies. The economy has shifted to high and
sophisticated technologies in the 1970s and the 1980s. The government
brought programs to move technology-intensive industries from the 1990s
(Council for Economic Planning and Development of Taiwan 2010).
In 1991, the government decreed a new law for the development of SMEs
through bank loans, management consulting, product development, tax incentives, procurement, and the development of social infrastructure (KBIZ News
2003). SME One-stop Service Center was established in 1996. The Center supports finance resources, sites and provides technical information to SMEs. The
Center has provided services to more than 20,000 SMEs by 2002. SMEs were
able to obtain land and facilities at low cost in industrial parks, and improved
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cross-industry interaction. Each industrial park has its own specialty in specific
industrial sectors. For instance, Nankang Software Park is specialized in biotechnology, new medicine, and micro-chip production. Hsinchu Science Park
focuses on ICT and high-tech industries (Asia Pacific Biotech 2002).
Industrial policies were well adjusted with the growing number of new
technology industries. A total of 6 industrial parks were built in different regions. Each park has special areas which brought triggering effects for R&D
activities and technology promotion. High technology industries like semiconductor and ICT industries were located in the Hsinchu Industrial Park. Many
MNEs invested in the industrial parks and brought technologies. Local companies were benefited from the partnerships with foreign investors as they have
obtained foreign technologies.
The Hsinchu Industrial Park was established in 1980 and became a silicon
valley of Chinese Taipei. The Park has an area of 605 hectors, and located
companies, research institutions, schools, customs office, hospital, banks, etc.
There are 292 companies employing 80,000 people for semiconductor, computer and ICT in 2013. The Park shared 9 percent of total export of the country in 1999, and shared 10 percent of GDP in 2013. It was estimated that the
government managed to bring 3,000 scientists and specialists from abroad. The
number of companied increased to 400 high-tech companies in 2015. It was
successful as new technology-based firms (NTBFs) produce high-tech products
of R&D results that are easily available from high level engineers and scientists
(Yang, Motohashi, and Chen 2009).
During the last two years, the government’s development strategies were focusing on;
(1) Financial Services and Investment in SMEs,
(2) R&D, Upgrade and Transformation for SMEs,
(3) Start-ups and Incubation & Acceleration Mechanism,
(4) Local Industries and Regional Branding, and
(5) Other Government Measures to Support SMEs, such as government pro-
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curement, policy loans for special projects (Ministry of Economic Affairs of
Taiwan 2016).
These strategies started more than 20 years ago and are still in top agenda
for the government. The success of SME development in Chinese Taipei allowed a leading role in the ‘APEC Start-up Accelerator Initiative’. Start-ups in
the Initiative have shown significant improvements in their visibility and ability
to secure funds for their businesses. Gogolook, for instance, was acquired for
18 million USD, while ServTech – one of 2014 APEC Challenge’s winning
start-ups – received an invitation to the Intel Global Challenge in Silicon Valley
and won the Innovator Award (TECRO 2017, online (accessed November 20,
2017)). The Initiative led to the creation of the Accelerator Network Directory,
which has served to SMEs and start-ups for penetrating foreign markets.
Business Start-up Consulting Service Centers were established to offer general and instant consulting services to encourage production activities (Park
1996). Entrepreneurs Lab was provided for on-site in-depth industrial services.
Training and consultation services were designed and implemented to reside in
incubators. Consulting Service Centers became stepping stones to promote
technology-based SMEs by 2004. In 2015, the Initiative hosted ‘From Start-up
to Scale-up’, ‘APEC Accelerator Network Summit’, and ‘APEC Challenge 2015’
which events were disseminating the success of SMEs in Chinese Taipei
(APEC 2016b). SMEs were easily accessible to financial resources for R&D
activities. Venture capital and tax incentive system brought positive effects to
promote SME technologies.
Chinese Taipei had enough manpower with scientific knowledge and skilled
labor. Some people have work experience in foreign countries and actively participated in technology cooperation programs. Many educated and experienced
scientists and engineers from Chinese Taipei were working in the United State
and Europe, and returned home to take part in building up technology capacity
in high-tech industries. It was estimated that 3,000 people returned home, and
contributed to build scientific and technological capacity of the county in the
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1970s and the 1980s.

3.3 Promotion of SME Technologies
The economy ranked the 4th in the world competitiveness (Ministry of
Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2017d). Total R&D expenditure by SMEs, with
fewer than 200 employees, increased 11.29 percent in 2014 while large enterprises increased 8.18 percent. R&D expenditure by SMEs with more than 100
and less than 199 employees increased 15.83 percent in the same year. It shows
that medium-sized enterprises were more actively involved in R&D activities
than small enterprises (Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2017c). The
MOEA is responsible for the promotion of technology and innovation. R&D
activities brought innovation and technological progress at the global level in
Chinese Taipei during the last few decades.
The Department of Industrial Technology (DoIT) under the MOEA
launched the Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program in 1998
(DoIT 2017). SBIR programs include activities on brand, technology, and
products. The government provided subsidies to SMEs up to 50 percent of
R&D expenditure in the period of 6 months. R&D activities were implemented
according to the result of feasibility studies and carried out by service centers
which were established by the government. Subsidies were given up to 50 percent of the total investment for production facilities for the period of 24
months. There were 1,760 projects succeeded in commercialization during the
last 8 years (Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2016).
The government maintained and brought various policies for SME promotion and technology progress. Technologies that were resulted from R&D activities were applied in incubating centers for production. Industry Technology
Research Institute (ITRI) was established in 1973 as a non-profit R&D organization in applied research and technical services. ITRI works in multidisciplinary research and serves employing 6,000 people (Ministry of Economic Af-
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fairs of Taiwan 2016). ITRI was supportive to build partnerships between foreign investors and local industries. Many foreign investors established research
units in the country. By 2007, MNEs established 40 R&D centers while 100
R&D centers were established by domestic industries in Chinese Taipei.
The government provided policies to encourage R&D partnership among
universities, Government Research Institutions (GRIs) and industry. Regional
Industry-Academia Collaboration Centers, Technology Transfer Centers and
Business Incubation Centers were taking pivotal roles to enhance R&D activities (Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2016). SMEs were benefited
from these centers as they could build technology partnerships with universities
and research institutions. The Academic Science and Technology Projects
(ASTP) were launched to encourage universities to collaborate with GRIs. In
2006, the government established 6 regional industry-academia collaboration
centers to back up technological development at the regional level. Regional
centers implement long-term joint research projects by academia-researchindustry collaboration programs. There were 30 industrial technology R&D
centers participated in the ASTP, and initiated 29 research programs to facilitate
technological dissemination, technology transfer or licensing (Ministry of Economic Affairs of Taiwan 2016). The linkages among academia-researchindustry provided platforms for technology cooperation with DCs.

3.4 Technology Cooperation with Developed Countries
Many SMEs in Chinese Taipei possess unique technology, innovative products and capacity to compete in the global market. It was possible with advanced SME technologies in some areas which were obtained from R&D efforts with DCs. The United State, Japan and the European Union have been
main partners for technology cooperation.
Chinese Taipei and the United State established TUSA (Taiwan-USA Industrial Cooperation Office) to integrate all cooperation platforms and channels
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between two countries. Cooperation activities include energy, environmental
issues, physics, atmospheric sciences, meteorology, nuclear energy, environmental conservation, space science, bio- medical and life sciences, etc. The United
State and Chinese Taipei strengthened partnership with the establishment of
Innovation and Entrepreneurship Center (TIEC) in Santa Clara, California in
June 2015. Chinese Taipei became the first Asian country in the Silicon Valley
outpost designed to build technology partnership with American institution
(TECRO 2017, online (accessed November 20, 2017)). As of December 2016,
there have been over 200 bilateral collaborative agreements and MOUs signed
to promote S&T cooperation between the two countries.
Chinese Taipei also developed close ties with the EU for technology cooperation. The EU and Chinese Taipei established cooperation programs in R&I
(research and innovation), and areas are ageing societies, sustainable food security, climate change, energy, etc. The cooperation promotes the excellence in
S&T and to build up technology capacity to access the global market. Chinese
Taipei holds a significant position in the ICT sector with cross-cutting and enabling technologies where the EU has a lot of interest for partnership (EEAS
2017).
Technological cooperation with Japan has been focused on R&D collaboration in academia-industry partnership and sectoral development. Jung and
Tseng (2013) found that Sino-Japanese Technical Cooperation Program was a
critical factor to improve technological capacity in Chinese Taipei. The Program
started in 1961 and ended in 1976. During that period, 380 Japanese technicians
and experts were dispatched to Chinese Taipei. Under the UN Technical Assistance Program between 1952 and 1971, a total of 346 Japanese personnel assisted vocational training centers in different regions and supported industrial
cultivation.
Chinese Taipei managed to develop technological cooperation with India when a
MOU was signed by the Taipei Economic and Cultural Center (TECC) and India-Taipei Association (ITA) in 2007. ROC Academia Sino signed a MOU with and
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the Indian National Science Academy in 2012. By the end of 2016, there were 72
projects and joint proposals carried out by the two countries. S&T cooperation includes agriculture and food science, drug development, biomedical device, ocean science, digital technology and cloud computing.
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Ⅳ. Implications to Selected APEC Member Economies
4.1 Implications to Viet Nam
1) Current Status of SMEs
Viet Nam classifies small-sized enterprises with 10 to 200 employees, and
medium-sized enterprises between 200 and 300 people. The trade and service
sectors determine with 10 to 50 people for small-sized enterprise and 50 to 100
employees, and medium-sized enterprise between 50 and 100 employees. By
considering the annual turnover of the industrial sector, VND 20 billion or less
will be classified as small-sized enterprise, and over VND 20 billion to VND
100 billion will be classified as medium-sized enterprise (Ha 2014). It is estimated that SMEs share more than 95 percent of enterprises contribute 31 percent
of Viet Nam’s GDP (Ha 2014).
In the export sector, SMEs face difficulties to sell in foreign markets with
the absence of support programs and low quality. It is estimated that 37.83 percent of merchandise of SMEs is backlogged and cannot reach consumers.
Many MNEs have been investing in Viet Nam, but only few local SMEs can
develop partnership with investors. This is due to technology gap and ineffective management system of local SMEs (HA 2014).
SMEs experience lack of financial resources and difficult to invest on R&D
activities. It was estimated that about 50,000 SMEs were bankrupt over the past
few years. SMEs have little understanding of laws, regulations and assistance
from the government (Macrothink Institute 2015). Many SMEs are not registered in the government and many of them operate with low level technologies.
Human resource development in Viet Nam has limited impacts to SME
technologies. The education sector has improved since the 1980s, but the quality improvement was still behind to other neighboring countries like Chinese
Taipei. The government provides programs on enterprise management and
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capital acquisition for SMEs. Provinces and cities implemented these programs
at the regional level and encouraged industrial clusters for SMEs.
2) Government Policies on SMEs
The Vietnamese government has pledged to support SMEs. The government provided various financial support programs for SMEs, but SMEs had
difficulties to get fund with limited collaterals. The banking sector faces with
taping SMEs due to their location since many SMEs are located in rural areas
which inhibit access to the formal banking sector. There are state-owned commercial banks and 2 policy banks in Viet Nam. The State Bank of Vietnam
guided credit institutions facilitate credits for SMEs. In 2013, the government
established the ‘SME Development Fund’ to support SMEs. The fund is for
technological innovation and the acquisition of new equipment and machineries.
The SME Development Fund is operated by the Ministry of Planning and
Investment. There is a management board meetings composed of representatives from the Ministry of Finance, the State Bank of Vietnam, the Agency for
Enterprise Development, and the Viet Nam SME Association (ADB 2015: 241).
SMEs are eligible to get a 20 percent capital contribution to the business plan
or project. Nonbank financial institutions (NBFIs) support SMEs for working
capital. NBFIs created the ‘People’s Credit Funds’ in 1993, and the ‘Central
People’s Credit Fund’ in 1995 as an apex fund for all People’s Credit Funds.
These two funds were reorganized and created a Cooperative Bank in 2013.
These changes in the financial system helped SMEs for their operational capital.
3) Promotion of SME Technologies
Government policies on S&T promotion were not effectively coordinated
among different agencies and institutions. The country has limited opportuni-
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ties for technological cooperation with DCs. Viet Nam needs to bring up R&D
capacity of human resources and increase absorptive capacity for new technologies. The government could provide policies to bring back Vietnamese scientists and specialists who are working in DCs. SME competitiveness was improved 72.41 percent of over the last five years (GSO of Viet Nam 2017,
online (accessed August 25, 2017)).
Since the 1990s, S&T policies were focusing on the economic aspect to
promote commercialization of R&D and innovation by industries. After the
S&T Strategy 2001-2010 was enacted, S&T policies changed their direction to
improve the quality of products to achieve sustainable development. Viet Nam
Union of S&T (VUSTA) was established to provide assessment on the impact
of S&T development. The S&T Strategy 2001-2010 included three main objectives such as sustainable development, the quality of economic growth, and
build up S&T capacity. The government brought policies to integrate research
on S&T and sustainable innovation. This policy agenda included capacity building for research institutions and policy dialogue between knowledge producers
who are researchers and knowledge users who are industrialists.
During the last 20 years, Viet Nam attracted many FDI projects by MNEs
including Korean companies. Foreign investors require local partnerships, but
only few SMEs were able to build up partnership with foreign investors.
4) Technology Cooperation with Developed Countries
The government encouraged technology cooperation with positive and proactive international S&T integration. Foreign investors can bring positive impact on industrial promotion, modernization, international integration, and
S&T cooperation (Ha and Ha 2015). S&T cooperation contributed significantly
to the acquisition of new knowledge and innovation to strengthen scientific
and technological progress (Ha and Ha 2015).
Cooperation programs include training programs and exchange programs
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for scientists and specialists. Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology
(VAST) is the main institution to organize technological cooperation with S&T
institutions in developed countries. VAST has carried out 21 different S&T projects with institutions from France, Russia and many other countries. National
Center for Scientific Research (CNRS) in France and VAST have been working
on climate change, and the energy sector. Viet Nam developed several technology cooperation programs with the EU (European Union External Action
2016). VAST worked a project on ocean research with the Far East Division of
the Russian Academy of Science (FED RAS).
Technological cooperation between Viet Nam and the United State reinitiated in the 1980s, and the US Committee for Science and Cooperation increased
budget to USD 115 million between 2008 and 2015 (Ca and Szeto 2015). There
were 249 grants and 140 sub-grants to Vietnamese institutions on S&T cooperation during the same period. Japan supported to establish the Vietnam Space
Center and cooperation programs in super computer by ODA programs (Macrothink Institute 2015).

4.2 Implications to Malaysia
1) Current Status of SMEs
In Malaysia, SMEs are classified with the number of employees not exceeding 200 people and up to RM 50 million in the manufacturing sector, and in the
service sector below 75 employees and below RM20 million of annual sales
revenue (SME Corp Malaysia 2017). SMEs shares 57.5 percent of employment,
33.1 percent of the GDP, and 19 percent of exports (World Bank 2016, online
(accessed June 24, 2017)). SMEs are confronted with lack of competitiveness
and have limited access for data and information. They are lacking in financial
resources, technical assistance, skilled workers, and managerial capacity.
SMEs are one of the most important players for the economic promotion
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in Malaysia. SMEs enhance entrepreneurship, and act as incubators of domestic
industrial promotion for large enterprises though their contribution to the
economy is relatively small. As SMEs share 99.2 percent of the total number of
enterprises, the government has been including SME promotion for many years.
In the ninth Malaysia Plan and the Third Industrial Master Plan (IMP3), included SME promotion and extended for 2006 to 2010 and 2006 to 2015 periods
respectively (Burhanuddin et al. 2009).
A visionary long-term plan includes SME development as one of the core
elements in Malaysia. The ‘Vision 2020’ suggests that the country become a
developed country by 2020 with high level of industrialization. The Management Committee for SME development serves as engaged in planning and implementation of the long-term plan. The Committee ensures coordination and
the amalgamation of all SME stakeholders to be included in the plan. The government activities for SMEs included guarantee schemes, SME database, training, technical assistance and R&D.

2) Government Policies on SMEs
There are 15 ministries and over 60 government agencies coordinate and facilitate the development of resilient and competitiveness of SMEs in Malaysia.
The Small and Medium Industries Development Corporation (SMIDEC) was
established to provide infrastructure, financial assistance, advisory services, and
market access.
The government has been emphasizing some priority areas such as biodiversity, agricultural crops, pharmaceutical, reuse and commercialization of biomass
(CRDS JST 2015). The government adopted the SME Integrated Plan of Action and National SME Development Blueprint which included SME development policies. These plans consist of improving infrastructure, expanding capacity of SMEs by easing financial accessibility such as the ‘SME Assistance
Fund’ and the ‘SME Modernization Fund’.
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The government brought policies to integrate SMEs into the global supply
chain of MNEs. The 8th Malaysia Plan emphasized the GSP (Global Supplier
Program) and the ILP (Industrial Linkage Program). The GSP encourages
partnership among the SMEs and MNEs to strengthening the capacity of
SMEs (Saleh and Ndubisi 2006b). The ILP allows to reduce income tax on the
training of employees, product development, testing and factory auditing (Saleh
and Ndubisi 2006b). SMIDEC supports SMEs to exhibit their products to
demonstrate their capabilities to potential buyers, and it was included in the 8th
Development Plan 2001-2005 (SME International Malaysia 2017, online
(accessed July 22, 2017)).
The government supports SEAP (SME Experts Advisory Panel) which is
composed of experts who provide advisory work to increase productivity and
quality control of products. Experts support for SMEs engaged in new technologies, automation, the application of ICT in production activities and quality
control.
When SMEs intend to acquire technologies, they could apply for the Technology Acquirement Fund (TAF) (MTDC 2017, online (accessed September 11,
2017)). The TAF was used for technology licensing, patent rights, and technology transfer. The Bank Negara Malaysia (BNM) provides financial advisory
services to SMEs. The SME Bank supports to promote SME activities, and
provides one-stop services and business development. The SME Credit Bureau
and the Agro-bank provide guarantee schemes and financial resources for venture capital and SMEs. At present, there are 11 different guarantee schemes for
financial resources available to SMEs.
SMEs face problems in respect of their survival or achieve competitive advantage. It is estimated that more than 60 percent of SMEs are collapsed within
first five years of operation in the country (Saleh and Ndubisi 2006a).
Burhanuddin et al. (2009) argue that SMEs have poor financial strength, low
productivities, low skills and capacities to management and technology. SMEs
are located sites which have not been approved for industrial activities.
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3) Promotion of SME Technologies
The government brought policies to promote SMEs including in Science,
Technology and Innovation (STI) since 1986. Malaysian Industry-Government
Group for High Technology (MIGHT) is a non-profit technology institution
under the Prime Minister’s office. It was established in 1993 as a multidisciplinary body and inter-ministerial and delegates from the industrial sector.
MIGHT supports strategic national initiatives that are related to technologies,
socio-economic issues, and supports technology cooperation with other countries. The government included the agriculture sector and bioengineering for
technological progress among SMEs.
The government provided the SME Master Plan to identify innovation and
technology adoption and establish the Technology Commercialization Platform
and Inclusive Innovation. The SME innovation support system is available
through the SME Info Portal. The SME Master Plan 2012-2020, includes 4
goals which are to increase business formation, to expand number of high
growth and innovative firms, to raise labor productivity, and to intensify formalization. There is limited participation in a national innovation system and
low product commercialization and R&D spending for SMEs. SMEs are poor
in technology uptake. The Malaysian government has started to support technology development in SMEs since 1986 when the Industrial Master Plan was
introduced. In 2011, the government found the Agensi Inovasi Malaysia (AIM),
and supports SMEs to build up capacity to join the global value chain. The
Standards and Industrial Research Institute for Malaysia (SIRIM) supports
SMEs to attain product certification internationally. SIRIM is a national standard development agency and well equipped with testing facilities and equipment
to support SMEs (ERIA and OECD 2014).
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4) Technology Cooperation with Developed Countries
The government enhances the industrial sector to develop partnership. The
government provides special fund for technology cooperation with DCs institutions. Malaysian technology cooperation with DCs are mainly engaged in
basic science, global issues like environment related topics, biodiversity, and
nanomaterials with institutions in DCs.
Malaysia has increased technology cooperation with the United State since
2000 after signing MOU between two countries on S&T cooperation. There are
institutions to develop exchange programs among scientists, academics institutions. Biotechnology Outreach Program was developed to collaborate between
the National Institute of Biotechnology Malaysia (NIBM) and the United State
Department of State on agro-biotechnology. There are some key areas for cooperation between two countries such as marine science, biotechnology, climate
studies and conservation science and management. Two countries are having
regular meetings every two years. Malaysia needs to mobilize resources more on
education, and government policies should be more focused on technology
cooperation in specific areas that the economy can build up comparative advantage. Technology results linked to incubators, and support for commercialization.
MIGHT is operating the “Newton-Ungku Omar” Fund to set up cooperation with the UK on air pollution. Max Planck Institute of German has been
working with Malaysian scientists in the area of organic chemistry. Technology
cooperation programs with the EU are focused on e-infrastructure, agriculture,
aquaculture, biodiversity, nanomaterials, health and the environmental aspects
of science.
Japan works on biodiversity and ecosystem conservation with Malaysians.
Malaysia-Korea Technology Center (myKOR) was launched in 2008.
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4.3 Implications to Indonesia
1) Current Status of SMEs
SMEs are the backbone of the Indonesian economy and are one of the
fastest-growing sectors in Indonesia, and approximately 34 percent of them are
women-owned. There are approximately 700,000 SMEs and contributes 22 percent of Indonesia’s GDP and employ 97.2 percent of work forces.7 In terms of
number of business entities, SMEs share 99.9 percent of businesses in Indonesia (ICSB 2015).28
Indonesia classifies small-sized enterprises with annual total revenue between IDR 300 million and IDR 2.5 billion. Medium-sized enterprises are net
assets from IDR 500 million and IDR 50 billion. The number of employees,
between 5 and 19 employees is small-sized enterprise, and between 20 and 99
employees for medium-sized enterprises (SMRJ 2008). Indonesia includes micro enterprises in SMEs, and often notated as Micro Small Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs).829
More than half of SMEs in Indonesia are either semi-formal or informal,
and are facing with administrative barriers, high cost and lack of incentives
serves. SMEs are also typically underbanked with their debt levels accounted
for approximately 21 percent to 24.5 percent of their value added. Most Indonesian SMEs are still under-represented in the economy and have low level of
productivity, but have managed to grow more dynamically than microenterprises and corporations (OECD 2016, online (accessed September 10,
2017)).
Indonesia adopted the Human Entrepreneurship Model which was proposed at the International Council for Small Business (ICSB) Conference in
The share of GDP by the SMEs output is lower than other selected economies such as Viet
Nam and Malaysia who share around 30 percent of their GDP.
8 In this paper, we use SMEs in the Indonesian case.
7
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Jakarta in 2015 (ICSB 2015). The Model highlights five founding principles for
sustaining successful SMEs for the entrepreneurial cycle, namely envisioning,
enthusiasm, enlightenment, experimentation, and excellence are the foundation
of the Jakarta Declaration of Human Entrepreneurship. FDI in Indonesia has
been increased over the last few decades. Those foreign investors were attracted
by low cost of labor. The level of technologies among local SMEs was low and
could not fulfill the requirement of foreign investors. Hence, only a few SMEs
were able to build up partnership with foreign investors in Indonesia.
2) Government policies on SMEs
The government initiated import-substitute industrial promotion in the
1960s and the 1970s. The manufacturing sector was not growing as much as
what the government expected. Technology progress was required to achieve
the import-substitute industrialization. During the New Order Period between
1966 and 1998, the Indonesian government shifted from import-substitution to
export-promotion for industrialization (Seibel 2016, online (accessed September 10, 2017)). The government was promoting large enterprises by giving priorities more than SMEs as they are targeting foreign markets.
The long-term economic development plan included SME promotion with
credits for farmers, village cooperatives, and small-sized enterprises (MNDPI
2010). Small-scale credits for village units were provided by rural development
banks. There were many SMEs in the informal sector without registering in the
authority. Informal SMEs are not eligible to access financial support from the
government.
Indonesia has a large size of domestic market. When the domestic market is
large, it will be easy to achieve the economies of scale for the manufacturing
sector provided that technology is in certain level. The government organized
training programs for SME personnel and stakeholders. The program included
production technique, general management, management quality systems ISO-
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9000, and entrepreneurship. The Cooperatives of Small-Scale Industries
(KOPINKRA) were actively involved in the development of infrastructure,
building special small-scale industrial estates, partnership program and Small
Business Consultancy Clinics (Tambunan and Liu 2006).930
Indonesia Bank Regulation in 2012 mandates that 20 percent of bank portfolios should be lent to SMEs. The regulation was supervised by the Indonesian
Financial Service Agency Authority (Bank Indonesia 2014). The Ministry of
Cooperative and SME integrated at national, provisional, and district levels.
SMEs can get assurance by BUMN (Cooperation of the state owned company)
and Indonesia Credit Guarantee. The government provides financial support
schemes. Despite of various SME policies, there are some barriers to promote
SMEs. SMEs have the shortage of working capital, marketing difficulties, limited access to financial resources, lack of technological skills, management skills,
low productivity, and limited access to productive resources, particularly capital,
technologies, information and markets. Tambunan (2008) explains that main
barriers of SME development are facing shortage of financial resources, and
low quality of human resources that bring hardship to promote SMEs.
SMEs are non-legal entity, there is no certainty about their future and difficult to involve in big tender project in Indonesia (Nurhalim 2013). Many SMEs
are not eligible to get financial support from government programs. SMEs have
limited knowledge about business management and production which make it
difficult to obtain technologies (Irjayanti and Azis 2012).
3) Promotion of SME Technologies
Most SMEs were dependent upon tradition technologies in production activities. SMEs with obsolete technologies focus on the domestic market in the
first place, and build up technological capacity to move into the global market.
9

The Indonesian government established KOPINKRA.
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Indonesia is one of handful economies that have developed their own aerospace technology (Sapiie 2010, online (accessed August 6, 2017)). The Ministry
of Research and Technology is the official body for S&T development. The
Indonesian Institute of Sciences is the main institution leading S&T promotion.10 31 The government established Regional SME Technology Centers
(RSTCs) to build up R&D capacity. There are 47 research centers ranging from
social sciences to natural sciences. In 2010, the Indonesian government allocated Rp 1.9 trillion (approximately USD 205 million) or less than 1 percent of the
total government expenditure for R&D which is low compared with neighboring economies (Maulia 2010, online (accessed September 11, 2017)).
The partnership among academia-research-industry institutions was encouraged to achieve technology promotion. Academic institutions are focusing on
basic technology, whereas research institutions work on applied technologies.
Research results are transmitted to industries for commercialization.
4) Technology Cooperation with Developed Countries
The United State, Germany and Japan are popular partners of research cooperation in Indonesia. Indonesia has developed S&T partnership with the
United State through Official Development Assistant (ODA) programs. Most
programs are related to capacity building for universities in public health, education for environmental protection and climate change. The United States
supported Indonesia to establish the Indonesian Science Fund which is an
equivalent institution to the National Science Foundation in the United States.
The cooperation includes accredited medical laboratories for detecting multidry resistant of tuberculosis to the development of the automatic tracking system.
Indonesia has cooperation programs with European countries, and France
10

In Indonesian language, it is called Lembaga Ilmu Pengetahuan Indonesia or LIPI.
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supported S&T research projects. French-Indonesian S&T Cooperation Program (NUSANTARA) was established to support partnership both the public
and private sectors. Indonesia started S&T cooperation with Japan since 1981
when both countries had the Japan-Indonesia S&T Cooperation Agreement.
There were Japanese cooperation programs in energy issues, disaster management, health, space and marine science, agriculture and food. Regular meetings
were held among government officials, researcher and academia to strengthen
technology partnership between the two economies.
Technology cooperation activities are limited to simple capacity building and
exchange programs under foreign aid programs. South Korea has been increasing number of fellowship programs for Indonesians through exchange programs in S&T
.

4.4 Implications to the Philippines
1) Current Status of SMEs
The Philippines classifies small-sized enterprises employing between 10 and
99 people, and for medium-sized enterprise employing between 100 and 199
people, where for the assets small-sized enterprises P3 million and P15 million
and medium-sized enterprises between P15 million and P100 million (PIDS
2012). SMEs have been classified as the backbone of the Philippines economy
(APEC 2016b). SMEs comprise approximately 99.6 percent of all business enterprises and employ about 70 percent of the total workforce. The National
Capital Region (NCR) accounts for 24.4 percent of all SMEs and 40.1 percent
of all SME employees. Five regions in the Philippines locate 65 percent of
SMEs and 72.1 percent total SME employment. It is estimated that SMEs share
about 60 percent of total exports including both direct and indirect exports.
Direct exports contribute about 25 percent of total export and indirect export
of 35 percent of the total export (DTI 2015, online (accessed July 15, 2017)).
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In the Philippines, the number of SMEs grew by 66 percent from 492,510
in 1995 to 816,759 in 2011. Similarly, the numbers of employees by SMEs increased by 45.7 percent from 2.7 million in 1995 to 3.9 million in 2011 (Mendoza and Melchor 2014, online (accessed August 5, 2017)). These growth figures show a wide array of challenges faced by SMEs. Many Philippine SMEs
remain too small, only meagerly augment household incomes (Mendoza and
Melchor 2014, online (accessed August 5, 2017)).
SME Roving Academy was established as a continuous learning program
aimed at developing MSMEs. The Academy has been working to enhance
competitiveness, and increasing their contribution to the national GDP.1133The
Academy provided ICT-related training programs to build up capacity of SMEs,
and programs to improve skills and to expand businesses through e-commerce,
etc. The ‘Development Booth’ is one of the key programs.
2) Government policies on SMEs
The Philippines government enacted the Magna Carta for Small Enterprises
in 1995. The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) took initiative to formulate policies for SMEs (MSME Philippines 2016, online (accessed September
10, 2017)). The Law was the foundation of SME Development Strategies. The
Law includes the minimization of procedures and participation of the private
sector in SME policy making. The government promotes businesses and regulatory environments that stimulate globally competitive and innovation-driven
SMEs.
The Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise Development (MSMED) Council
promotes inclusive finance, service integration, e-commerce, and global value
chain participation for SMEs. The Barangay Micro Business Enterprise (BMBE)
Act was imposed to give incentives to SMEs notably income tax exemption and
11

Though this paper focuses on SME, some governments use both SME and MSME without
much distinction.
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minimum wage exemption (MSME Philippines 2016, online (accessed September 10, 2017)).
The Bureau of Small and Medium Enterprise Development set up a task
force on e-commerce under the SME Development Council (Association of
Southeast Asian Nations 2012, online (accessed September 1, 2017)). This task
force provides SMEs access to comprehensive and targeted assistance for identifying and exploring business opportunities and also expanding markets
through the innovative and effective support of SMEs. The role of Negosyo
Centers for e-commerce improved access to information on e-commerce to
encourage SME businesses (DTI 2017, online (accessed July 15, 2017)).
The Philippines and the APEC Business Advisory Council (ABAC) and the
Asia-Pacific Financial Forum (APFF) organized the SME Finance Forum during the SME Working Group Meeting in 2015. The Forum recommended that
the public and private sectors dialogue on addressing access to finance for
SMEs. The credit information sharing system includes the accessibility of finance and an alternative funding mechanism for start-ups which were suggested for the SME promotion. The Forum draw attention to the resilience of
SMEs such as micro-insurance and disaster risk finance.
Recent trends have shown that SMEs have a positive trajectory in value added and sales revenue. However, SMEs still contribute less than 30 percent of
value added and sales in the country. The overall fiscal condition for financial
support to SMEs has constraints due to the competing demands confronted by
the government ministries (PIDS 2012).
3) Promotion of SME Technologies
SMEs promotion, technology transfer, and utilization are included the National Science and Technology Plan 2002-2020. The Department of Science
and Technology (DOST) is responsible for S&T policies of the country. The
government established SME technology centers in different regions and each
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center may specialize in certain areas to avoid overlapping R&D efforts. There
are 19 organizations composed of 2 advisory organizations, 3 council bodies in
charge of promoting the policies and 7 R&D institutions, and 8 organizations
that provide science and technology services. The DOST has offices in 16 regions. There programs include Academic Technology-based Enterprise Development(DATBED), Venture Financing(VF), Pilot Plant Assistance(PPA),
Technology Business Incubator(TBI), Technology Packaging (TP), and Prototype Development and Testing (PDT) (MSME Philippines 2016, online
(accessed September 10, 2017)).
The industrial sector grew slow as the economy was not able to obtain high
technology. The government established industrial zones to attract MNEs to
invest, but local companies had to supply products to MNEs or build up partnership.
4) Technology Cooperation with Developed Countries
The DOST has been organizing various technology programs with DCs.
The main partner countries are the United State, Japan, Italy, South Korea and
China. Technological cooperation programs with DCs were established, but
programs were mainly composed of exchange programs and conferences
among scientists. These programs were parts of ODA projects.
The Philippines formalized S&T cooperation with the EU in 1980. Over the
last four decades, the EU has contributed more than a billion Euro of grants to
the country including ODA projects and programs. Most of the Funds were
spent on development projects, but limited amount went to S&T cooperation.
EU has been supporting to build up capacity on inclusive growth through sustainable energy, job creation and the health sector. Japanese cooperation programs include ICT, cyber security programs, etc. (MITI Japan 1995). The ICT
sector cooperation included ICT policies on cyber and information securities,
e-commerce and e-government.
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The Philippines has to engage in partnership programs more interactive and
participatory with institutions from DCs. FDI can bring opportunities for local
companies to build up technology cooperation with foreign investors. The government can enhance technology cooperation by giving some benefits to partnership programs and also give priorities to access financial resources those
who are pursuing joint R&D activities.
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Ⅴ. The Role of APEC on SME Technological
Progress and Cooperation
5.1 Needs for the Role of APEC
The objectives of APEC include social and economic well-being among
member economies. APEC meetings set agenda on inclusive and sustainable
growth, and partnership building. Chinese Taipei has been successful to bring
up SMEs through effective government industrial policies by providing funds
for R&D and technological cooperation with DCs.
SME technology is a critical factor for sustainable business. SMEs in LDCs
could strengthen the integration of SME Technologies from DCs. There could
be exchange programs to build up capacities of educational and research institutions. In order to modernize SME technologies, it is necessary to adopt technology into practices to nurture innovation culture, and drive industrial promotion. Technological progress can be obtained through collaborative research
activities among academia-research-industry.
By considering the nature of SME technologies, it is expected that the
APEC could take pivotal roles for technology cooperation. The selected four
economies in this study such as Viet Nam, Malaysia, Indonesia and the Philippines, have distinctive socio-economic backgrounds but some cases are similar.
At the APEC level, technological cooperation can be strengthened by bringing
DCs and LDC together, and strengthen technology partnerships.

5.2 APEC Activities for Government Policies on SMEs
The main objective of technology cooperation is capacity building of SMEs
in LDCs. APEC activities on technology cooperation can bring benefits to
LDCs through sharing technological knowledge among SME stakeholders including academia, research and industry from DCs. The four APEC economies
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have very similar problems in terms of SME technology progress. APEC can
take important roles to foster technology cooperation with DCs. Cooperation
areas can include HRD, industrial policies to host foreign investors. Special
purpose funds can be created to support technology cooperation activities
among APEC economies.

5.3 APEC Activities on Technology Promotion Policies
Technology cooperation can begin with a feasibility study and suggests the
areas of cooperation. APEC SMEWG and ECOTECH can jointly approach to
foster SME technology cooperation with DCs. SME Technology Center was
established in Korea after the Daegu Initiatives. Between 2009 and 2012, the
Center provided services to 96 companies in 7 APEC economies (APEC
2016a). It will be possible to activate the Center to become a main player of
SME technology cooperation. The Center can establish a sub-committee for
partnership building among SME stakeholders from DCs and LDCs. A cooperation fund can be creased say ‘SME Technology Cooperation Fund’. APEC
could provide training and education programs for scientists and technology
specialists and the Fund can be spent on technology cooperation activities.
The success case of the Hsinchu Science Park in Chinese Taipei can be disseminated and shared with other APEC economies. The Park has the state of
art technologies in semiconductor, computer and many others. There are various policies that affected the development of industrial parks in Chinese Taipei.
APEC can develop the ‘Center of Excellence’ for technology promotion
among APEC economies.

5.4 APEC Activities on SME Technology Cooperation
APEC SMEWG and SME Innovation Center can act as main players to diffuse technologies from DCs to LDCs. Government should provide conducive
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business environment for SMEs in LDCs. APEC can coordinate activities for
technology cooperation. The government could provide special policies to foster cooperation among academia-research-industry collaboration. These kinds
of cooperation process could be shown Figure 1 below.
Figure 1. Technology Cooperation Structure

Source: LEE YH and JS. LEE (2015).

From Figure 1, technology cooperation should include all stakeholders from
LDCs and DCs. Basically, academia-industry-research and the public sector can
work together. SMEs in DCs can transfer technology to SMEs in LDCs with
business know-hows. Best practices can be disseminated to APEC economies.
It requires a strong participation by MSEs in LDCs and needed to get support
from academia and research in their own countries as SMEs do not have capacity to adopt new technologies from DCs. Academia and research institutions in
DCs can provide training and education programs for LDCs. These kinds of
partnership activities can be organized by APEC.
APEC ECOTECH can take important roles in technology transfer and co44
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operation among member economies. ECOTECH pursues sustainable growth,
equitable development, reduction of economic disparity and improve wellbeing that are directly related to technology progress (APEC ECOTECH 2017).
It is possible to suggest that APEC SMEWG and ECOTECH can establish the
‘SME Technology Cooperation Forum’. The Forum can include SME stakeholders from the public sector, academia, research institutes, and others. There
will be sub-divisions according to the field of specialization based on industrial
areas.
Most of ECOTECH projects were related to human security which shared
36 percent of the total, and 41.6 percent are for inclusive and sustainable
growth. ECOTECH builds skills and knowledge transfer to assist APEC economies (APEC 2017). Committee on Trade and Investment (CTI) also provides
services to regulatory convergence and cooperation. CTI endorsed project on
“Advancing Big Data Application in Trade” by Chinese Taipei. This can
strengthen cooperation to promote SMEs advance to the global value chain.
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Ⅵ. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we analyzed the case of Chinese Taipei for the success of
government policies on SME promotion, with effective S&T policies such as
science parks, technological progress and cooperation with DCs. The government policies were effective and provided enabling business environment for
SMEs, and the country had enough skilled labor and well educated scientists
and engineers.
The four APEC economies were investigated to SME policies, SME technologies and technology cooperation with DCs. Those economies were not
well prepared for technological progress compared with Chinese Taipei. There
were many FDI in the four countries, but the types of investment were not
comparable with those in Chinese Taipei since most FDI were related to low
level light manufacturing. With the shortage of technological knowledge, R&D
activities were very limited. Among them, Malaysia has been progressed better
than others three economies which MIGHT programs made good progress for
SME technologies. APEC can enhance technology cooperation among member
economies. SMEs in LDCs have limited resources in terms of human resources
and technological capacity which would face difficulties to sustain their businesses. Since the sustainability of SMEs is directly linked with inclusive growth,
there should be more active collaboration among APEC economies.
There are some programs to enhance SME technologies by APEC SMEWG
though activities were rather fragmented with little linkages with other programs. Globalization and trade liberalization have ushered in new opportunities
as well as challenges for SMEs. With the advent of 4th industrial revolution,
socio-economic environment will be changed dramatically. Only a small number of SMEs are able to identify and exploit these opportunities and deal with
new challenges. The majority of SMEs in LDCs have been less able to exploit
the benefits of globalization and to add under pressure in the domestic market.
It is necessary to build up capacity of SMEs in LDCs with technological pro-
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gress which requires different strategies in each economy.
Technology cooperation could be organized by APEC SMEWG. SMEWG
can take a pivotal role in coordinating SME technology capacity building among
member economies. SMEs can improve competitiveness through education,
R&D activities in LDCs. For more practical knowledge on SME technologies
focus on policy making for the long-term promotion of technological
knowledge. In order to strengthen the partnership among APEC member states,
‘APEC SME Technology Forum’ can be established so that SME stakeholders
will be able to share technologies. SME Technology Cooperation Fund can be
created to support cooperation activities among SME stakeholders.
There are some limits to investigate the issues on SME technologies from
this study. It is recommended that more detailed studies on SME promotion
should be carried out among APEC economies. APEC has a top agenda like
inclusive growth and SME promotion can bring benefits to achieve inclusive
growth. In Indonesia, some 34 percent of SMEs are run by women. There
should be some special attention on technology promotion in women on SMEs.
There are many economies who have similar problems facing with the 4th industrial revolution requiring high level of technology progress. It is necessary to
bring more efforts on technology cooperation for SMEs. End.
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국문요약

대만은 제2차 세계대전 이후 한국, 싱가포르, 홍콩과 더불어 아시아에서 가장
성공한 경제국가 중 하나로 평가받고 있다. 대만은 정부의 효율적인 중소기업 정
책과 기술발전에 힘입어 중소기업 중심의 경제발전을 일굴 수 있었다. 한편 APEC
회원국 가운데 베트남, 말레이시아, 인도네시아, 필리핀은 지하자원, 인구규모,
국토 면적 등 풍부한 생산요소를 보유하고 있지만, 경제성장이나 중소기업 기술
발전 수준은 대만과 비교할 수 없을 정도로 낮다. 본 연구는 베트남, 말레이시아,
인도네시아, 필리핀 4개국의 중소기업 정책, 기술발전 수준, 선진국과의 기술협력
정도를 대만과 비교·분석한다. 이를 통해 APEC 차원에서 추진할 수 있는 중소기
업의 기술협력 강화방안을 제안한다.
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